
Rt. 7, FredTrick, 	21701 
2 /1013q 

Lear Lillian, 

S-rry we didn't have more time together. 

. Here flre the blueprints, all that I hove. Tease insure t:-cm when you 

return them. If you make any exhibit from them, 	eprreciete a copy. 

Ser.y tobe so.:-rief. Aside from the ,considerable accuraulation during my 

absence and the backlog of work I left, my wofe a7rened her ankle rather badly 

the day after I got back, so that slows us down mar, best to everyone, 



6/19/68 

Dear Lillian, 

'Long silences. 

Did you ever get the sewer-utilities blueprints, or rather 
plans, that I sent you when you asked for them? I registered them at 
the approximate cost o; replacement. If you did nOt get them I should 
be filing a claim. I cle not in any hurry to get them beck. 

I continue as I can on all the too-many aspects in which I 
work. I've a new development, nr a couple on Zapruder. What I am satis-
fied that I now prove is that Life actually bought from him the right t, 
suppress his film, and his silence. 

In reaction to what published in 	early pages, undur Z 
Hoover, the missing nine frames are now visible in the Archives. They 
are 335-43. They show that the backward movement is not matinueus with 
one to the left. While they prove thatttk shot was from the front, they 
do not prove it was from the left. The body spine,at that point, to the 
right, and clearly shows the beck of the neck and head and the top of 
the, shirt collar-and no blood. Other things, too.:As you can imagine, 
there were compelling reasons for not publishing these few frames when 
they had them Some indications of shot from right exist. 

o word from Maggie for a long time. hope she and all of you 
are well. 

I have been spending what little time I can afford in N.O. 
lately. My work there has, I think, been exceedingly fruitful in severe: 
and new areas of which I cannot write. I wish there were some speaking 
enagement that could be arranged for 7157 getting there to tell you all 
what 1  have learned, but the chances seem sliftt. I cannot travel un1eE 
my fare is paid, I'm  that broke. And in debt. I tried to arrange the 
sale of a property I've been holding onto yesterday. It is worth much 
more than I can now get for it, but I went to get out of this plaguing 
and worrying debt. When I travel past N.OL, the extra cost of stopping 
there is either neglihiblr of nothing, I have learned. However, as soor 
as I can get the fare and arrange quarters, I'll go to N.O. again. Thir 
there are not as comforting and encouraging as they could be. 

Best to you all, 

Sincerely, 

■I's.:1;•:■•••-• 
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